We're changing our video categories! "Short-form presentation" has been changed to "Topics". Conceptual creation will be a new initiative to discuss different theories relevant to the field.

COMING SOON: "PROJECTS"

We’re changing our video categories! "Short-form presentation" has been changed to "Topics". Conceptual creation will be a new initiative to discuss different theories relevant to the field.

We welcome three new members, one intern, and two returning to their new positions!

Saarthak Singh, PhD candidate, University of Texas at Austin

Sarah Slingluff, PhD candidate, University of Edinburgh

Shah from the Deccan’s Ahmadnagar Sultanate"

"A Legacy of Female Power: Representations of Queen Humayun

PhD candidate, University of California, Los Angeles, 2011

The first featured project will be...

Winner:

Thank you to all applicants and congratulations to...